One of the most fundamental assumptions of a representative democratic system is that individuals in power are accountable to the people. Macropolitics research affirms aggregate-level connections between public opinion and policy outcomes (Erikson, MacKuen, and Stimson 2002) . Congressional research also shows that voters hold representatives accountable for policy votes. For instance, incumbent members with more-extreme voting records face shrinking reelection margins relative to their more-moderate peers (Ansolabehere, Snyder, and Stewart 2001; Canes-Wrone, Brady, and Cogan 2002 ). Yet we know that policy representation is not universal. Congressional incumbents are reelected at rates that seem much higher than we would expect in a representative system (Jacobson 2004 ). The quality of policy representation is also conditional. On salient issues, representatives tend to work for their constituents' interests; on issues less pressing to their districts, representatives have more freedom to act according to personal conscience (Kingdon 1981) . The degree of legislator responsiveness also varies according to the proximity of the next election (Kuklinski 1978) .
For this article, I investigate the role that a strategic news media might play when members of Congress are more or less likely to be held accountable to their constituents' desires. Nearly all previous studies of representation in Congress have focused on the strategies of members of Congress and their election opponents as mechanisms for enforcing policy representation. I argue that a third actor, the mass media, also has a central role in connecting voters to members of Congress. The media serve as an enforcing mechanism both inside and outside of election seasons.
Many observers have asserted the possibility that the news media act to promote representation, but we know little about the conditions under which local news media are more or less likely to monitor the actions of members of Congress. To the extent that political scientists have studied the interactions of the news media and politicians, attention has focused on how the national news media cover the president and how the president tries to manipulate the news (see, for example, Baum and Kernell 1999 and Shaw 1999) . But while presidents face routine scrutiny from the White House press corps, members of Congress receive national news attention much less frequently. Research has shown that members of Congress who do receive national news coverage tend to be party leaders and important policy actors (Cook 1986 (Cook , 1988 Schaffner and Sellers 2003) . Most press coverage of representatives emerges from local news outlets, where the tone is expected to be warm and friendly, and the possibility of news monitoring seems unlikely (Cook 1998) . We often presume that local news media are simply conduits for House members to communicate with their constituents (Fenno 1978; Lipinski 2001; Mayhew 1974) . Some have argued that strategic interactions occur between House members and journalists during the formation of the news product (Ansolabehere, Behr, and Iyengar 1993; Cook 1998; Zaller 1999) , but scholars have not yet defined or tested the scope and shape of a strategic news media.
In this article, I begin by considering the news media as strategic. I then outline and generate expectations about how and when local news media cover members of Congress. Critical in this characterization of the news media is how the media treat in-step and out-of-step House members in terms of resources used to cover the members and the subsequent shape of coverage. It is a question not simply of volume but also of the quality and depth of coverage. Utilizing an extensive content analysis of local newspaper coverage of House members, I test these hypotheses and assess the degree to which the news media play a strategic monitoring role. Strategy of the Story
The Story So Far
Surprisingly little is known about the nature of local news coverage of House members. Most studies that have considered how local news media cover House members have had a limited scope, focusing on coverage of congressional campaigns or providing only a brief snapshot of House member coverage, examining a few weeks in only a couple of news outlets (see, for instance, Clarke and Evans 1983; Goldenberg and Traugott 1984; Kaniss 1991; Tidmarch, Hyman, and Sorkin 1984; Vermeer 1982; and Vinson 2003) . Only recently has a widespread study on local coverage of House members arisen (Arnold 2004) . Before Arnold's book, as he notes, only 10 studies pursued an understanding of local news coverage of House members. Adding to Arnold's work, my study focuses on local news coverage of House members outside of election season.
Both quantity and tone of news coverage are important concerns when we consider local news coverage of members of Congress. On quantity, some researchers have worried that local papers' limited resources make congressional coverage scarce-a lack of publicity that can actually work to the benefit of certain members of Congress (Bianco 1994; Vermeer 1982) . Arnold (2004) employed a content analysis of 25 members from 1993 to 1994 to describe and explore local news coverage of Congress. In this expansive study, Arnold found that local newspapers do a sufficient job of covering House members in terms of volume, but there is considerable variation among papers. Larger papers tend to have a higher volume of coverage of House members, but the papers are constrained by the number of districts in their circulation area. Schaffner and Sellers (2003) have considered explanations for some of these variations in news coverage, examining attributes of local news media such as district overlap with media markets and news ownership. Schaffner (2006) recently took this scrutiny further and found that incumbents benefit from increased local newspaper coverage but not increased local television coverage, both in terms of improved voter perceptions of the incumbent and reelection probabilities. While this research helps define the nature of local news coverage of politics, questions persist about the ability of local newspapers to monitor the actions of members of Congress and the degree to which local news outlets make strategic choices in their coverage.
Considering the content, quality, and tone of local news coverage, scholars debate the degree to which news sources provide any meaningful sort of monitoring over the actions of politicians (Althaus 2003; Bennett 1990; Peer and Chestnut 1995; Zaller and Chiu 1996) . Most of this research considers the interactions between press and politicians on national issues, but such concerns about news monitoring are even greater for local newspapers. Local newspapers' limited resources prompt some observers to characterize the local news media as lapdogs, willing partners in propaganda with House members (Bagdikian 1974; Donahue, Tichenor, and Olien 1995) . For members of Congress, national news coverage is uncommon, so local newspapers serve as the primary information source for voters about representatives. As such, members of Congress try to cultivate warm and cozy relationships with the local media in an attempt to win positive and supportive coverage (Cook 1998) . Such friendly coverage not only helps during elections, but also may provide political capital to permit greater freedom in future legislative activity. Beyond positive coverage, members seek less policy-oriented news coverage, preferring that media focus reelection campaigns on beneficial activities for the district rather than on policy stances (Tidmarch, Hyman, and Sorkin 1984) .
Despite these debates, few researchers have tested the extent to which local news media serve a monitorial role when covering House members. In addition to his results on volume, Arnold (2004) uncovered considerable differences in the centrality and quality of content in coverage due strongly to differences in how resources are deployed by local papers. In another study, Larson (1992) used an experimental design to assess voter responses to news articles on House members, placing articles in a weekly newspaper describing how the local representative was out of step with the district. She found that after exposure to the articles, voters knew more about the representative but did not lower their evaluations of him. These findings are suggestive, but limited, based on an experimental design and tested in a weekly newspaper, a nonprofessional news outlet that few constituents rely on for their political information. In contrast, Vinson (2003) examined local television and newspaper coverage of members of Congress in eight metropolitan areas during several weeks in 1993 and 1994. Vinson established that House members' minimal coverage often is written in a negative or ambiguous manner. This result suggests that the local media are not always lapdogs or willing partners in propaganda with House members. Building on this past literature, I examine not only the volume and length of House member coverage by local papers, but also the quality and tone of the coverage.
A Theory of a Strategic News Media
There is a temptation to discuss the monitorial role of the news media in stark terms-do the media succeed at monitoring politicians or not? Rather than considering the media as a political player with a single news strategy of monitoring or not, we should view the news media as a strategic player. News organizations confront real costs associated with investigating political actions of members of Congress: most local newspapers have limited staff for covering national political beats, and only a few maintain substantial Washington news bureaus. Costs associated with the investigation of legislators must be balanced against the benefits of pursuing these stories and the newsworthiness of the headlines produced. As a result, the degree to which local newspapers monitor members of Congress will be conditioned on the strategic incentives that news organizations have to pursue this coverage.
The quality of policy representation from members of Congress is also conditional. In office, legislators vote for an array of bills salient to their districts, as well as less-important ones. Naturally, constituents prefer legislators who vote for their (the constituents') preferences, particularly on important issues. Although legislators are constrained by their constituencies and the threat of electoral removal, legislators still vote away from district preferences, perhaps because of ideological differences, logrolling, or party discipline. At the same time, incumbents' number one goal in office is reelection (Fenno 1978; Mayhew 1974) , which requires incumbents to sufficiently represent their districts' interests in office, or at least to give the appearance of doing so. In other words, members of Congress must balance the benefits of voting away from district preferences against the potential costs of constituent criticism and electoral retribution.
These costs for members are not simply self-imposed by reelection concerns but made real by the presence of an investigatory media. With substantial information costs for learning about specific bills and votes, constituents often have difficulty determining if their interests are being adequately represented in the legislature. Active, strategic news media can assume a critical role in assessing legislators' actions and relaying these assessments to constituents. Clearly, mass media play a central role in connecting voters and the government. The media may report on the actions of elected officials and comment on whether or not the government is acting in the people's best interests. The media provide evaluations of policy and assessments by outside sources, such as interest groups, think tanks, and politicians. The information the news media provide to voters is also distinct from other kinds of information that voters might receive from incumbents, challengers, parties, and interest groups. These sources wear their agendas on their sleeves and cannot be counted as unbiased purveyors of political information. Voters are more likely to trust political information from the news media, which have less of a vested ideological interest (Schaffner 2006) . Thus, the media act as referees, trying to provide unbiased political information to voters. And, unlike challengers, parties, and interest groups, who tend to be most vocal during campaign seasons, the news media provide information to citizens during and outside of election times. Further, organized interests typically focus on a narrow band of issues, whereas the media cover a broad spectrum of political issues. A trusted media can therefore play a critical role in helping voters choose representatives who best match their preferences and interests.
When questions arise regarding the quality of legislative representation or when newsworthy events like scandals and key votes occur, the news media's expected market gain from investigating will outweigh the costs of information gathering. The news media will investigate legislators, publish stories, and inform voters. When congressional business is uneventful and members of Congress fulfill the expectations of constituents, the benefits of investigation drop, and the level and quality of congressional news coverage will also slack.
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From these considerations, two main hypotheses arise.
First, one should expect a relatively large amount of coverage of members who are ideologically at odds with their districts.
2 In addition to more coverage, papers should commit more resources to covering these members. By committing more resources to monitoring particular members, local papers should create more in-depth and informative coverage, rather than superficial mentions of members. Hence, the volume of detailed and informative coverage should be greater for out-of-step members than for in-step members and, subsequently, the quality of coverage should be better. Given the nature of the information revealed, we should expect coverage to be less positive and more adversarial than coverage of in-step members. An active and strategic media should constrain legislators' actions, act as watchdogs, and function as a fourth institution of government in terms of checks and balances.
Second, there should be little news coverage of in-step House members. Specifically, there should be minimal in-depth and highquality reporting on in-step members by local papers. Political conflict and negative information dominate what is often considered newsworthy, so the media have little incentive to report scores of positive stories about in-step legislators. When in-step members do receive news coverage, the focus will be on newsworthy district events like rallies and appearances rather than actual policy and legislative activity. This conception of newsworthiness helps explain the often-observed lack of news coverage in general, and investigative coverage in particular, of House members. Rather than acting as lapdogs pushing a member's policy talking points, local media should act more like rational economic actors who do not wish to use limited time, space, and resources on minimally newsworthy legislators.
Data and Methods
The data came from a content analysis of local newspaper coverage of 30 House members from December 2000 to November 2001. 3 There are several immediate benefits of studying local newspapers. First, it is well established that the national media focus exclusively on party leaders when covering the House (Cook 1989; Schaffner and Sellers 2003) . Therefore, the average House member is not likely to receive national coverage. Second, newspapers need a steady influx of stories to fill news holes on a daily basis. Thus, newspapers cover an array of political issues and usually in greater detail than other media outlets supply (Schaffner 2006) . Local television broadcasts provide little political news and are nearly devoid of coverage of House members; they instead focus on human-interest stories and local problems, such as crime (Gilliam and Iyengar 2000) . Local newspapers typically employ reporters who cover politics and the area's House members. These reporters may be in Washington or in the home office, but their job is to provide fresh stories on Congress and its members. 4 Third, archives of local television news have only recently become available, but local newspaper coverage has been much more extensively archived, covering many news outlets and reaching back several decades. Because of the richness of this data, we can much more easily assess the information quality and its effect on member accountability on the local level. We can determine if a local newspaper provides substantive information about a district's representative or focuses on nongermane human-interest stories. Finally, studying local newspaper coverage of House members allows us to consider more fully the interactions between the media and House members. For instance, who sets the issue agenda and who appears to frame the stories?
Identifying Members
First, I identified 15 House members with policy preferences incongruent with their districts'. The selection of members was not Next, I matched and paired these 15 members with in-step members from neighboring or adjacent districts to contrast local newspaper coverage. I used the same process to identify in-step members 6 but paid greater attention to the in-step members' district locations than to the degree of their preference congruence with the districts. So members in close proximity to the identified out-of-step members were chosen if they were qualitatively identified as in-step, held records that matched their district's presidential vote, and won previous elections by a wide margin, represented districts that always selected the members' party, or both. This grouping procedure allowed me to compare the news coverage of congruent and incongruent members while limiting regional and newspaper differences. In 10 of the 15 pairs, coverage of members in adjacent districts came from the same newspaper. In the other 5 cases, the members were covered in different newspapers but arguably shared similar local political issues.
8 Table 1 identifies the 15 pairs of representatives and the specific local newspapers coded.
Coding Scheme
Using LexisNexis or the local paper's own search engine, five independent coders performed content analyses on local newspapers for the 15 pairs of U.S. House members. 9 In total, 2,300 news stories from December 2000 to November 2001 were coded and used in the analysis. Throughout this investigation, the unit of analysis is the House member, not an individual news story.
News stories were first coded for whether or not the journalist performed any independent information searching (IIS). Did the journalist seek out independent news sources or alternate views to confirm or deny the representative's statements? If the journalist simply used the representative's handouts, press releases, or public words in the story without any other sources, then we coded the story as demonstrating no independent information searching. Stories that only included a name mention, short quote, or list of votes without more extensive and contextual information were also considered as showing no IIS. This differentiation is critical; it signals that a paper has committed resources beyond everyday press releases to attain information and transmit it to readers.
10 Independent information searching is akin to McManus's (1994) "highly active news discovery," wherein journalists do not simply rely on House members' press releases or what other news outlets report but uncover new information on their own that is processed into stories.
When we detected IIS, we recorded the tone of the article (positive, neutral, negative). The tone measure gives a general impression of the language and slant used to discuss the topic of the article.
11 For all types of stories, the length of the section on the representative was coded according to a simple three-point ordinal scale. If the member was only mentioned in an article or featured in up to two sentences, then we coded the article as 1. If coverage was between two sentences and a paragraph, then it was coded as 2, and anything more than a paragraph was coded as 3.
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Member Characteristics A number of individual-level factors other than district fit could influence news coverage of House members. Considering individualmember characteristics allowed me to investigate alternative explanations of local coverage of House members. Some factors that one might expect to influence coverage could not be included here, since either none or only a couple of members had the characteristic, for instance, being a committee chair or party leader (see Arnold 2004 , Cook 1989 , and Schaffner and Sellers 2003 . The variables other than district fit included here are term, party, press releases, and bills sponsored.
I used a dummy variable for district fit, coded as 1 for "does not fit" and as 0 for "does fit," as the grouping variable in the analysis.
13 I included the member's term since a member who has been in office for a number of years is likely skilled at dealing with the media. Moreover, an out-of-step member who has survived several electoral challenges may become less newsworthy than a freshly elected outof-step member. Several members in the data were serving their first term, while Benjamin Gilman (R-NY) was the most senior, with 15 terms under his belt. The member's party is included as a dummy variable (1 = Democrat) to help determine if party affects coverage. Democrats constituted 53% of the sample.
Including the number of press releases and bills sponsored allowed me to gauge the effect of members' actions on the coverage they receive. Press releases permit members to communicate actions and policy stances to the media and the public in a fastidious manner. Members sponsor bills for a variety of reasons, including as a simple signal that they are working hard in office. One would expect that more press releases and more bills sponsored lead to more coverage, if not more positive coverage. The median number of press releases for the year was 47, ranging from Donald Payne's (D-NJ) 3 press releases to Jan Schakowsky's (D-IL) 164 press releases.
14 The median number of bills sponsored for the year was 8, ranging from 0 by John Culberson (D-TX) to 28 by John Sweeney (R-NY).
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Newspaper Characteristics
For the 20 newspapers used in the analysis, I considered several paper characteristics that could affect coverage: circulation, Washington correspondents, the number of all correspondents, and the number of districts served by the paper.
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Daily circulation is the most direct measure of a newspaper's resources. 17 Papers with wide circulation could ratchet up the investigation intensity and the number of stories more easily than a lessprosperous paper, but major papers typically have a national audience, so they may provide less space to cover local House members, choosing instead to focus on Congress as an institution (Arnold 2004 ). The Huntsville Item had the lowest daily circulation in the data, at 6,940. The Los Angeles Times had the largest daily circulation, at 1.08 million.
Some newspapers, such as the Los Angeles Times, the New York Times, and the Washington Post, have massive, fully staffed Washington news bureaus. Other papers, including the Huntsville Item, have no reporters in Washington. Clearly, papers with reporters covering Washington politics are in a better position to relay information back home about members' activities. The larger the bureau, the easier it should be for papers to locate and report information on members. Using the House Press Gallery in the 2001 Congressional Directory, I gathered information on the status of each newspaper's Washington bureau. Of the 20 papers, 14 (70%) had at least one Washington correspondent listed in the Directory. A number of papers had only one correspondent. The Los Angeles Times had the most in the sample, 53. Not all of these journalists work on congressional stories day in, day out, but their assignment indicates the resources the paper has at its disposal.
Although certain papers, like the Los Angeles Times, have vast resources to cover House members, they are also constrained by the size of their media market. For instance, in 38 congressional districts in California, the Los Angeles Times is the newspaper, or at least one of the dominant newspapers, in terms of circulation.
18 If a newspaper has to cover many districts, then it may opt to cover only certain members or to give all members equal shrift. If the paper employs the former strategy, then subjects the news media consider newsworthy will surely rise to the top. Members who are out of step with the district or engaged in competitive elections, or both, should meet the requirement for newsworthiness. Referring to Congressional Districts in the 1990s (Congressional Quarterly 1993), I collected data on the number of districts each newspaper serves. Newspapers range from a high of 38 districts for the Los Angeles Times to 1 for the Huntsville Item. In the analysis, I divided the number of Washington correspondents a newspaper had by the number of districts the paper served. This measure provides a relative density of the media market for House members. I expected that a paper with more members to cover than correspondents would have more difficulty covering any particular member (Arnold 2004) . I scored papers with no correspondents as 0 and papers with the highest density, the Los Angeles Times and Newsday, between 2-to-1.
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Analysis
To assess the local media's role in covering House members, I used two types of statistical analysis. First, I employed simple mean and percentage comparisons to examine differences between out-ofstep and in-step members. Second, I used cross-sectional negative binomial and ordinary least squares (OLS) regression to consider and control for alternative explanations of coverage.
Introductory Analysis
To test if members receive varying levels of coverage by their local newspapers because of district fit-a result consistent with the empirical hypotheses discussed previously-I performed grouped- means analysis. The tests were performed on all dependent variables of interest, including average number of stories per month, independent information searching, and tone. Table 2 includes means and standard deviations for each groupout-of-step members and in-step members-as well as t-tests. The initial results are intriguing. The two empirical hypotheses suggest that outof-step members should have a greater number of total stories and independent information searching stories. The most important among these expectations is that out-of-step members receive significantly more IIS stories than in-step members receive. This disparity suggests that newspapers are investing more resources to study and learn about out-of-step members' actions, words, votes, and proposals. Using a .05 significance level cutoff reveals that the two types of members receive statistically significant, different coverage for the average number of IIS stories and article length. It is key that out-ofstep members receive a significantly higher average number of IIS stories than in-step members receive. This trend signals that newspapers recognize that some members of Congress produce more meaningful copy than others, and thus the papers are willing to invest more resources to cover these members. Like those engaged in McManus's (1994) highly active discovery, journalists are motivated to search out information regarding out-of-step members instead of simply allowing stories and news to arrive at their desks. Even though the absolute difference in IIS coverage is not large, any increase in IIS coverage provides positive benefits to voters' knowledge and understanding of members and their actions in Congress. Surprisingly, there are no significant differences in the total number of stories between the two types of members. Out-of-step members receive roughly half a story more per month than in-step members receive, but the difference is not statistically significant. Hence, the pure volume element of the second hypothesis appears to have little merit.
While coverage of House members is likely not as large as coverage of governors, senators, and the president, the volume of member coverage is still unexpected in light of the common belief that House members receive minimal news coverage. The dearth of research on how the local news media treat House members likely perpetuated the minimal-coverage belief.
In Table 3 , local newspaper coverage is broken down by percentages for IIS and tone. The percentages again illustrate that out-of-step members receive significantly more IIS stories out of the total number of stories than in-step members receive. In-step members receive overwhelmingly positive IIS coverage, but out-of-step members do not receive only negative coverage. Instead, a neutral tone characterizes the majority of IIS coverage for out-of-step members. Receiving neutral coverage is certainly not the same as receiving positive and supportive coverage. Local papers are not strongly supporting or attacking outof-step members through neutral coverage. Instead, local papers are placing questions about whether or not out-of-step members are adequately representing voters through neutral and sometimes ambiguous coverage. This result contradicts the perception that local papers are merely lapdogs of House members. Perhaps more telling is the lack of neutral coverage that in-step members receive. As discussed previously, there is clearly a lack of incentives for the news media to monitor and gather information on in-step members. When newspapers do invest resources to cover in-step members, the papers may be more likely to "spin" the story. Newspapers may not want to report bland stories lacking conflict on in-step members after sinking the costs to uncover pertinent information.
Explaining Volume and Length
The analysis in the previous section illustrates important differences in local news media coverage of out-of-step and in-step members. As the political-communication literature has noted (for instance, Cook 1998), local print media are the bread and butter of House members. Understanding the scope of differences and why they occur is paramount to both congressional and political-communication scholars. Yet the story does not end with accounting for district fit-it is only one important element. What else influences local news coverage of House members? How does a member's district fit square with such factors as newspaper and individual-member characteristics, like circulation and seniority? Is district fit vital for news outlets when they consider when and how to cover House members?
In this section, I address what factors affect how much coverage and the length of coverage that members receive. Of central concern in this analysis is whether or not district fit is a powerful predictor of local newspaper coverage of House members if we control for other salient factors. Table 4 includes both newspaper and member characteristics for predicting the volume and length of local newspaper coverage. The dependent variables Total and IIS Coverage are counts, and, since overdispersion exists, negative binomial regression is the appropriate technique to use (Long 1997) . For Length, I used OSL regression. The small number of observations may limit the explanatory power of this multivariate analysis (small-sample bias; Cameron and Trivedi 2005) . To correct for this problem, I utilized the bootstrapped estimates of the standard errors. In a small sample, these estimates provide a better asymptotic approximation of the z-and t-statistics in the regression models than do uncorrected standard errors (Cameron and Trivedi 2005) .
The most interesting, compelling result in Table 4 is that members who do not fit their district are expected to receive significantly more coverage, in terms of IIS stories and length, than do in-step members, even controlling for member and newspaper characteristics. For instance, out-of-step members may receive 3.67 more IIS stories over the course of a year and roughly a sentence more coverage within stories. 20 While this effect may not be large, it is still considerably Strategy of the Story more in-depth and detailed coverage for out-of-step members than for in-step members. This finding suggests that papers view out-of-step members as more newsworthy and thus are more willing to invest resources toward covering them. When papers are faced with the decision of when and how much coverage to devote to House members, a member's district fit appears paramount in their decision. Surprisingly, the only other member-specific significant predictor is the positive effect of party on IIS coverage (at the .10 level). Democrats are predicted to receive 3.67 more IIS stories than Republicans will over the course of a year. A possible explanation for this difference is that with a new Republican president and the news media's norm of balancing in-party versus out-party source information in stories, local newspapers provided greater attention to Democratic House members during this time period (Fishman 1980) . One would expect increasing seniority to lead to a greater ability to control and shape the volume of local news coverage (Cook 1998 ), but whether a member is serving a first term or a tenth appears to play no role in coverage. Further, members' actions, whether issuing press releases or sponsoring bills, appear to play no role in the amount of coverage they receive. In the face of district fit, it appears members can do little to mitigate or increase the volume and length of local newspaper coverage.
Newspapers must also balance their monitorial role with their resources. This logic is partially borne out by the data in Table 4 , which show that one of the three newspaper resource variables plays an important role in determining coverage. If a paper has a Washington correspondent, then the average number of IIS stories increases, on par with the district-fit effect. The reason is clear: Washington correspondents have better access to information and may be in Washington specifically to cover certain House members. We can expect local papers with at least one Washington correspondent to provide roughly four more IIS stories over the course of the year than papers without a Washington correspondent can provide.
These results suggest that when the local media perceive a local House member as being out of step, they engage in and increase their monitorial role. Even if we take into account member and newspaper effects, we find district fit prominent in predicting the volume of indepth and high-quality local news coverage. The greater volume of indepth coverage surely leads to enhanced name recognition and notoriety for out-of-step members among constituents. Yet, depending on the tone of coverage, this increase in volume may be beneficial or detrimental to reelection hopes. Note: OLS coefficients are shown with bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses. The unit of analysis is House members and N = 25. The total number of news stories used in the analysis is 2,011. *p < .10; **p < .05.
Explaining Tone
How do newspaper and individual-member characteristics affect the tone of news coverage, or, more specifically, the tone of IIS stories? The descriptive-analysis results in Table 3 establish that in-step and out-of-step members receive different coverage with respect to tone. Are there likely to be the same patterns when one controls for other individual characteristics? What role do newspapers' characteristics play in conditioning this difference in coverage? Here, tone (as a percent) is used as the dependent variable. As before, I used bootstrapped standard errors in the OLS regression analysis.
From the results in Table 5 , it is clear that only three things matter for our explanations of tone in IIS stories about House members: the ideological fit of the member with the district and, to a lesser degree, the resources a newspaper possesses and the number of press releases the legislator issues. First, district fit has a significant effect on the percentage of positive-and neutral-tone coverage in IIS stories, even when controlling for other pertinent factors. Specifically, out-of-step members may receive 24% less positive and 36% more neutral coverage than in-step members. This result echoes the findings in Table 3 , which showed that the majority of the coverage of out-of-step members is neutral in tone and the majority of coverage for in-step members is positive. Note that newspapers do not shift positive coverage to negative coverage for out-of-step members. Instead, newspapers seem to take a more-neutral stance toward out-of-step members than to in-step members. These results contradict the notion that the local news coverage that members receive is always positive and friendly. Such sanguine publicity may only emerge when the member is a strong fit for the district.
The number of press releases only has a negligible positive effect on the percentage of neutral coverage. Market density significantly influences the percentage of neutral tone. As the size of the Washington bureau grows compared to the number of members it covers, the percentage of its neutral coverage decreases. This market-density result suggests that when papers with vast resources do investigate House members, they are less willing to print neutral, and potentially bland, stories. Or, perhaps these larger papers only investigate and report on clear transgressions by individual House members.
Conclusion
The news media's role in keeping the government accountable is to report on transgressions and malfeasance, where we expect that such information will enable constituents to vote out unrepresentative officials. Even if the media do not investigate every governmental action, the possibility of media monitoring can constrain the actions of those in government. In the aggregate, most observers would agree that this system works well in the United States. In the handful of cases of serious abuses of power in the past few decades, most obviously Watergate, the media reported the information, the people reacted vigorously, and the government usually responded in kind. When scandals involving individual politicians have occurred, they have also received substantial media attention. Voters know if their House member has been involved in a scandal, and this information is reflected in the outcomes of successive elections.
While it is clear that the media serve as watchdogs in these extreme examples of misconduct, focusing on these outliers limits our understanding of the role of the media in enhancing political accountability and representation. For this study, I move beyond analyzing the role of media scrutiny in the most egregious cases of professional misconduct to examine the consequences of media attention on the dayto-day business of Congress. When a member of Congress frequently votes contrary to the preferences of his or her district, do the media bring this voting pattern to the attention of the constituency? Or are local newspapers reluctant to present stories that paint members of Congress in a negative light?
Surely voters do not pay attention to everything that the media report on their representatives, but by keeping watch over members' activities in office, the media can provide voters enough information to develop their opinions on the quality of representation provided by their members. The news media successfully fulfill their civic responsibilities if they not only highlight the news that members of Congress wish to convey to their constituents, but also those topics that legislators would hope to hide from voters. Ideally, such coverage should contain both sufficient volume and content that a casual observer could dip in quickly and come away with an impression.
A central innovation in this article has been to consider the strategic actions of the media when they cover members of Congress. Previous research has taken a scant view of the strategic motivations of the media. The theory presented here incorporates two simple elements related to journalists' reporting and investigation calculations: the cost of attaining information on the member and the benefit from reporting this information to the public. Considering these two elements enhances our understanding of House member coverage by acknowledging that the incentives for monitoring are not constant. For instance, if we select a House member at random, there is a high probability that the member is in step with the district. If the member appears in step, then there is a limited benefit to the media from investigating and reporting on that legislator's actions. An in-step member acting on the wishes of the constituency does not fit the media's typical definition of newsworthiness. Thus, there should be minimal in-depth and informative coverage, and the coverage that does exist should be supportive.
The picture is quite different for out-of-step members. Out-ofstep members are inherently newsworthy, since they less often represent the constituency. Since coverage of out-of-step members falls under the rubric of negative news, the benefit to the media is extensive. Therefore, one finds a much-richer level of coverage and more critical coverage of out-of-step members than of in-step members. Of course, there are other reasons that House members receive varying levels and types of coverage. For instance, if the member is a party leader, sits on an important committee, or possesses particular charisma, then that member may elicit higher levels of coverage. Different news outlet resources should also influence the shape of House member coverage.
When one assesses the media's role in enhancing political representation, keeping members accountable, and effecting political outcomes, the critical test is how the media cover out-of-step members. Although out-of-step members represent only a small number of congressional districts, these districts are typically highly competitive come election time. A shift of 15 to 20 seats can shift control of the House from one party to the other, so the way that local media cover out-of-step members has important implications on both the local and national level. Newspapers clearly treat out-of-step members differently than they do in-step members, even accounting for other salient factors. This disparity suggests that the news media provide the amounts and kinds of information that voters need to evaluate out-of-step members, so that people can make informed evaluations regarding who they wish to represent them in government. The electoral outcomes in these competitive races have the potential to change the national political landscape for, at least, the next two years. 
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1. A separate issue is the fixed versus marginal costs of papers covering and investigating members. Papers with Washington bureaus and reporters may justify their fixed costs by reporting on members even during uneventful times. Yet this coverage is unlikely to meet the threshold of in-depth and high-quality coverage emphasized in my analysis.
2. I consider members' fit on an ideological level rather than on an issue-byissue level. Of course, being out of step on a collection of issues will aggregate up to being out of step on an ideological level.
3. Although this time period overlaps with the events of September 11, 2001, local newspaper coverage of House members was not atypical with regard to the volume, length, resources expended, or tone. Some differences emerged with the issues covered. The 9/11 attacks, terrorism, and the beginning of the war in Afghanistan were prominently featured.
4. Local newspapers also use wire services such as the Associated Press for stories on local House members. Wire services account, in part or in whole, for 9% of the stories in the coding analysis. Although these stories are not entirely written by local papers' staff members, their selection for inclusion signals editorial decisions on covering House members.
5. Because of a lack of clear-cut, observable differences in policy preferences between a majority of members and their constituents, not many House members fit these criteria. For example, Carolyn McCarthy (D-NY) is classified as out of step even though her voting record and her district's presidential vote do not diverge, because she represents a strong Republican district in state and local politics that previously elected Republican House members and only narrowly reelected McCarthy for a second term. A possible outlier in the classification is Democrat Tammy Baldwin in Wisconsin's 2d district. Previous to Baldwin, the 2d district elected the moderate Republican Scott Klug to four consecutive terms. This fact, along with Baldwin's small first win and sharply liberal voting record were the reasons for her "out-of-step" classification. The empirical results are not sensitive to Baldwin's and her pair's (Tom Barrett's) inclusion, however.
6. The number of House members examined in the study was a function of several items, including the number of members with incongruent preferences, the availability of access to local papers, time, and cost. Utilizing all 435 members or using random selection of members would have defeated the aim and focus of this article's analysis. Further, performing in-depth coding analysis on all 435 House members is prohibitive in both time and cost. As such, there are limits to the generalizability of these results to the universe of House members.
7. An overwhelming majority of House members were classified as in step using this identification process. My selection of in-step members depended less on finding the most in-step members to compare to out-of-step members than on selecting clearly in-step members in the closest proximity to out-of-step members' districts.
8. Ideally, one would examine the most central and important paper in a district. Electronic access to some papers was limited, however, and small discrepancies do exist.
9. A random sample of stories provides intercoder reliability scores of 91% for independent information searching, 94% for tone, and 98% for story length. See appendix on Legislative Studies Quarterly's (http://www.uiowa.edu/~lsq/ Fogarty_Appendix.pdf) website for more coding information.
10. Certainly the number of sources that journalists use varies from story to story. Some stories include one outside source; others include many. I explore this variation further in a companion piece.
11. See appendix on Legislative Studies Quarterly's (http://www.uiowa.edu/ lsq/Fogarty_Appendix.pdf) website for more information on the tone measure.
12. I designed the measure of article length to convey a simple notion of length. In hindsight, a better measure would have been the number of words or sentences per article. Coding limitations prevented that information from being directly recorded.
13. With a couple of exceptions, the fit dummy is consistent with fit placements from interactions between district presidential votes and presidential support/DW-NOMINATE scores.
14. Press releases were attained from archives of members' congressional websites. For five members-McCarthy, Gilman, Hastings, Bishop, and Collins-the set of press releases for the year was either incomplete or missing. When press releases were included in the analysis, these five members were excluded.
15. Data on bills sponsored came from the House of Representatives website, www.house.gov.
16. I also considered the role of newspaper ideology, measured as the paper's presidential endorsement in 2000, and the percentage of wire stories. Both measures have missing data and reduce the number of cases in the analysis. Two papers had no record of a 2000 presidential election endorsement: Huntsville Item and Times Herald Record. The Los Angeles Times and the Milwaukee Sentinel Journal did not endorse any candidate in 2000. Separate analysis shows that presidential endorsements have no effect on the volume, length, or tone in coverage of House members. Four of the thirty members are missing data regarding wire services. The percentage of wire stories marginally decreases the length of coverage but otherwise has no effect on coverage.
17. Circulation information came from Standard Rate and Data Service 2001. 18. It is often difficult to exactly match the number of congressional districts within newspapers' media markets. For instance, Arnold (2004) only listed the 15 central core districts covered by the Los Angeles Times. Also see Schaffner and Sellers 2003. 19. The Washington correspondent dummy variable and market-density variable are correlated at .5, and no evidence of collinearity exists. Removing either variable from the multivariate analysis does not alter the other's coefficient or standard error.
20. e 1.30 = 3.67.
